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Interpretation of the Supreme
People’s Court on Several
Issues Concerning the
Application of “Administrative
Litigation Law of the People’s
Republic of China”

ᴰ儈Ӫ≁⌅䲒ޣҾ䘲⭘ǉѝ
ॾӪ≁઼ޡഭ㹼᭯䇹䇬⌅Ǌ
㤕ᒢ䰞仈Ⲵ䀓䟺

Translated by
Benjamin Minhao Chen1 and
Zhiyu Li2.



(Interpretation No. 9 [2015] of the
Supreme People's Court, adopted at
the 1648th meeting of the Judicial
Committee of the Supreme People's
Court on April 20, 2015; effective as
of the date May 1, 2015)


For the proper application of the
“Administrative Litigation Law of the
People’s
Republic
of
China”
amended at the 11th session of the
Standing Committee of the Twelfth
National People's Congress, in
consideration
of
the
actual
circumstances of the people’s courts,
the interpretation on the application
of the relevant provisions is hereby
issued as follows:

 ᒤ  ᴸ  ᰕᴰ儈Ӫ≁⌅䲒
ᇑࡔငઈՊㅜ  ⅑Պ䇞䙊䗷
⌅䟺˷˹ ਧ 





Ѫ↓⺞䘲⭘ㅜॱҼቺޘഭӪ≁ԓ
㺘བྷՊᑨ࣑ငઈՊㅜॱа⅑Պ䇞
ߣᇊ؞᭩ⲴǉѝॾӪ≁઼ޡഭ㹼
᭯䇹䇬⌅Ǌˈ㔃ਸӪ≁⌅䲒㹼᭯
ᇑࡔᐕᇎ䱵ˈ⧠ቡᴹޣᶑⅮⲴ
䘲⭘䰞仈䀓䟺ྲл˖

Article 1 A people’s court shall ㅜаᶑ
Ӫ≁⌅䲒ሩㅖਸ䎧䇹
docket cases meeting the conditions ᶑԦⲴṸԦᓄᖃ・Ṹˈ؍⌅䳌
for filing a complaint and follow the
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parties’ ᖃһӪ㹼֯䇹䇬ᵳ࡙Ǆ

In regard to a complaint filed by the
parties according to the law, a
people’s court shall, in accordance
with
Article
51
of
the
“Administrative Litigation Law of the
People’s Republic of China,” accept
the written complaint without
exception. If it can be determined
that the conditions for filing a
complaint have been met, the case
shall be immediately docketed. If it
cannot be immediately determined
whether a complaint meets the
conditions for filing a complaint, the
people’s court shall decide whether to
docket the case within seven days of
receiving the complaint; if the
people’s court remains unable to
determine whether the complaint
meets the conditions for filing a
complaint within seven days, it shall
first docket the case.

ሩᖃһӪ⌅ᨀ䎧Ⲵ䇹䇬ˈӪ≁
⌅䲒ᓄᖃṩᦞ㹼᭯䇹䇬⌅ㅜӄॱ
аᶑⲴ㿴ᇊˈаᖻ᧕᭦䎧䇹⣦Ǆ
㜭ཏࡔᯝㅖਸ䎧䇹ᶑԦⲴˈᓄᖃ
ᖃ൪ⲫ䇠・Ṹ˗ᖃ൪н㜭ࡔᯝᱟ
ㅖਸ䎧䇹ᶑԦⲴˈᓄᖃ൘᧕᭦
䎧䇹⣦ਾгᰕߣᇊᱟ・Ṹ˗
гᰕӽн㜭ࠪࡔᯝⲴˈᓄᖃ
ݸҸ・ṸǄ

If the contents or materials of a
complaint are incomplete, a people’s
court shall comprehensively notify
the parties of all necessary
supplements, corrections and time
limits at the same time. A people’s
court shall docket the case if the
supplements and corrections are
timely submitted and the conditions
for filing a complaint are met. If the
parties refuse to submit the
supplements and corrections or the
conditions for filing a complaint are
still not met with the supplements and

䎧䇹⣦ᇩᡆ㘵ᶀᯉ⅐㕪ⲴˈӪ
≁⌅䲒ᓄᖃа⅑ᙗޘ䶒⸕ᖃһ
Ӫ䴰㾱㺕↓Ⲵᇩǃ㺕Ⲵݵᶀᯉ
৺ᵏ䲀Ǆ൘ᤷᇊᵏ䲀㺕↓ᒦㅖ
ਸ䎧䇹ᶑԦⲴˈᓄᖃⲫ䇠・ṸǄ
ᖃһӪᤂ㔍㺕↓ᡆ㘵㓿㺕↓ӽн
ㅖਸ䎧䇹ᶑԦⲴˈ㻱ᇊнҸ・
Ṹˈᒦ䖭᰾нҸ・ṸⲴ⨶⭡Ǆ
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corrections, the people’s court shall
rule against docketing the case and
record the reasons for not docketing
it.
Parties dissatisfied with a ruling not ᖃһӪሩнҸ・Ṹ㻱ᇊнᴽⲴˈ
to docket the case may file an appeal. ਟԕᨀ䎧к䇹Ǆ
Article 2 The “specific claims” in ㅜҼᶑ
㹼᭯䇹䇬⌅ㅜഋॱҍ
Section 3 of Article 49 of ᶑㅜй亩㿴ᇊⲴĀᴹާփⲴ䇹䇬
“Administrative Litigation Law of the 䈧≲āᱟᤷ˖
People’s Republic of China” refers
to:
1) Requesting a ruling revoking or
modifying administrative acts;
2) Requesting a ruling ordering an
administrative
agency
to
perform its statutory duties or
payment obligations;
3) Requesting
a
ruling
determining an administrative
act to be illegal;
4) Requesting
a
ruling
determining an administrative
act to be invalid;
5) Requesting a ruling ordering an
administrative agency to pay
damages or compensation;
6) Requesting a ruling resolving
disputes over administrative
agreements;
7) Requesting concurrent review
of
regulatory
documents
inferior to administrative rules;
8) Requesting
concurrent
resolution of related civil
disputes;
9) Other claims.

˄а˅䈧≲ࡔߣ䬰ᡆ㘵ਈᴤ㹼
᭯㹼Ѫ˗
˄Ҽ˅䈧≲ࡔߣ㹼᭯ᵪޣን㹼⌅
ᇊ㙼䍓ᡆ㘵㔉Ԉѹ࣑˗

˄й˅䈧≲ࡔߣ⺞䇔㹼᭯㹼Ѫ䘍
⌅˗
˄ഋ˅䈧≲ࡔߣ⺞䇔㹼᭯㹼Ѫᰐ
᭸
˄ӄ˅䈧≲ࡔߣ㹼᭯ᵪޣҸԕ䎄
گᡆ㘵㺕˗گ
˄˅ޝ䈧≲䀓ߣ㹼᭯ॿ䇞ҹ䇞˗
˄г˅䈧≲аᒦᇑḕ㿴ㄐԕл㿴
㤳ᙗ᮷Ԧ˗
˄˅ޛ䈧≲аᒦ䀓ߣ≁ޣһҹ
䇞˗
˄ҍ˅ަԆ䇹䇬䈧≲Ǆ
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A people’s court shall offer guidance ᖃһӪᵚ㜭↓⺞㺘䗮䇹䇬䈧≲
and explanation if the parties are ⲴˈӪ≁⌅䲒ᓄᖃҸԕ䟺᰾Ǆ
unable to express their exact claims.
Article 3 If a case has been ㅜйᶑ
ᴹлࡇᛵᖒѻаˈᐢ
docketed, a people’s court shall issue 㓿・ṸⲴˈᓄᖃ㻱ᇊ傣എ䎧䇹˖
a ruling dismissing the complaint if
one of the following circumstances is
met:
1) Complaint does not meet the
requirements prescribed in
Article 49 of “Administrative
Litigation Law of the People’s
Republic of China;”
2) The statute of limitation has
run and there is no good cause;
3) The plaintiff makes a mistake
with respect to the defendant’s
identity and refuses to amend;
4) The legal representatives,
appointed representatives, and
representatives litigated on
behalf of the parties without
following the law;
5) Complaint was filed without
first
applying
to
the
administrative
agency
for
reconsideration as prescribed
by the law;
6) Repeated claims;
7) Refiling
a
withdrawn
complaint without a good
cause;
8) The administrative
action
clearly does not have any
actual impact on lawful rights
and interests of the parties;
9) The subject matter of the case

˄а˅нㅖਸ㹼᭯䇹䇬⌅ㅜഋॱ
ҍᶑ㿴ᇊⲴ˗
˄Ҽ˅䎵䗷⌅ᇊ䎧䇹ᵏ䲀фᰐ↓
ᖃ⨶⭡Ⲵ˗
˄й˅䭉ࡇ㻛фᤂ㔍ਈᴤⲴ˗
˄ഋ˅ᵚ᤹➗⌅ᖻ㿴ᇊ⭡⌅ᇊԓ
⨶Ӫǃᤷᇊԓ⨶Ӫǃԓ㺘ӪѪ䇹
䇬㹼ѪⲴ˗
˄ӄ˅ᵚ᤹➗⌅ᖻǃ⌅㿴㿴ᇊݸ
ੁ㹼᭯ᵪ⭣ޣ䈧༽䇞Ⲵ˗
˄˅ޝ䟽༽䎧䇹Ⲵ˗
˄г˅എ䎧䇹ਾᰐ↓ᖃ⨶⭡
㹼䎧䇹Ⲵ˗
˄˅ޛ㹼᭯㹼Ѫሩަਸ⌅ᵳ⳺᰾
ᱮнӗ⭏ᇎ䱵ᖡ૽Ⲵ˗
˄ҍ˅䇹䇬ḷⲴᐢѪ⭏᭸㻱ࡔᡰ
㖱ᶏⲴ˄ॱ˅нㅖਸަԆ⌅ᇊ䎧
䇹ᶑԦⲴǄ
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is subject to a judgment that
has already come into effect;
10)
Complaint does not meet
other statutory conditions for
filing a complaint.
A people’s court may issue a ruling Ӫ≁⌅䲒㓿䗷䰵ধǃ䈳ḕ઼䈒䰞
summarily dismissing a complaint if, ᖃ һ Ӫ ˈ 䇔 Ѫ н 䴰 㾱 ᔰ ᓝ ᇑ ⨶
after reviewing the case file, Ⲵˈਟԕ䘣㹼㻱ᇊ傣എ䎧䇹Ǆ
conducting
investigation,
and
questioning the parties, it determines
that there is no need for a trial.

Article 4 Under Section 1 of
Article 47 of “Administrative
Litigation Law of the People’s
Republic of China,” a citizen, a legal
person, or any other organization
shall file a complaint against an
administrative agency for the failure
to perform its statutory duties and
responsibilities within 6 months of
the expiration date of the time limit
for the performance of such statutory
duties and responsibilities.

≁ޜǃ⌅Ӫᡆ㘵ަԆ
ㅜഋᶑ
㓴㓷➗㹼᭯䇹䇬⌅ㅜഋॱгᶑ
ㅜаⅮⲴ㿴ᇊˈሩ㹼᭯ᵪޣнን
㹼⌅ᇊ㙼䍓ᨀ䎧䇹䇬Ⲵˈᓄᖃ൘
㹼᭯ᵪޣን㹼⌅ᇊ㙼䍓ᵏ䲀ቺ┑
ѻᰕ䎧ޝњᴸᨀࠪǄ

Article 5 “The people in charge of
an administrative agency” in Section
3 of Article 3 of “Administrative
Litigation Law of the People’s
Republic of China,” includes the head
and vice head of an administrative
agency.
The person in charge
appearing before the court may retain
one or two persons as litigation
representatives.

㹼᭯䇹䇬⌅ㅜйᶑㅜ
ㅜӄᶑ
йⅮ㿴ᇊⲴĀ㹼᭯ᵪޣ䍏䍓
Ӫāˈवᤜ㹼᭯ᵪ↓Ⲵޣ㙼઼࢟
㙼䍏䍓ӪǄ㹼᭯ᵪޣ䍏䍓Ӫࠪᓝ
ᓄ䇹Ⲵˈਟԕਖ㹼ငᢈа㠣Ҽ
䇹䇬ԓ⨶ӪǄ
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Article 6
“The
reconsideration
agency’s decision sustains the
original administrative action” in
Section 2 of Article 26 of
“Administrative Litigation Law of the
People’s Republic of China,”
includes the reconsideration agency’s
dismissal of an application or request
for reconsideration, unless the
dismissal is based on the application
for reconsideration not meeting the
conditions for being accepted for
reconsideration.

㹼᭯䇹䇬⌅ㅜҼॱޝ
ㅜޝᶑ
ᶑㅜҼⅮ㿴ᇊⲴĀ༽䇞ᵪߣޣᇊ
㔤ᤱ㹼᭯㹼Ѫāˈवᤜ༽䇞ᵪ
ޣ傣എ༽䇞⭣䈧ᡆ㘵༽䇞䈧≲Ⲵ
ᛵᖒˈնԕ༽䇞⭣䈧нㅖਸਇ⨶
ᶑԦѪ⭡傣എⲴ䲔ཆǄ

“The
reconsideration
agency’s
decision modifies the original
administrative action” in section 2 of
Article 26 of “Administrative
Litigation Law of the People’s
Republic of China,” refers to the
reconsideration agency modifying the
outcome
of
the
original
administrative action.

㹼᭯䇹䇬⌅ㅜҼॱޝᶑㅜҼⅮ㿴
ᇊⲴĀ༽䇞ᵪޣ᭩ਈ㹼᭯㹼
Ѫāˈᱟᤷ༽䇞ᵪޣ᭩ਈ㹼᭯
㹼ѪⲴ༴⨶㔃᷌Ǆ

Article 7 If the reconsideration
agency’s decision sustains the
original administrative action, the
administrative agency taking the
original administrative action and the
reconsideration agency shall be codefendants. If the plaintiff only sues
the administrative agency taking the
original administrative action or the
reconsideration agency, a people’s
court shall notify the plaintiff to add
the co-defendant. If the plaintiff
refuses to add the co-defendant, a
people’s court shall name the other
agency as a co-defendant.

༽䇞ᵪߣޣᇊ㔤ᤱ
ㅜгᶑ
㹼᭯㹼ѪⲴˈࠪ㹼᭯㹼ѪⲴ
㹼᭯ᵪ༽઼ޣ䇞ᵪޣᱟ਼ޡ㻛
Ǆਚ䎧䇹ࠪ㹼᭯㹼Ѫ
Ⲵ㹼᭯ᵪޣᡆ㘵༽䇞ᵪˈⲴޣӪ
≁⌅䲒ᓄᖃ⸕䘭࣐㻛Ǆ
н਼䘭࣐ⲴˈӪ≁⌅䲒ᓄ
ᖃሶਖаᵪࡇޣѪ਼ޡ㻛Ǆ
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Article 8 If the administrative
agency
taking
the
original
administrative action and the
reconsideration agency are codefendants, hierarchical jurisdiction
shall be determined based on the level
of the administrative agency taking
the original administrative action.

ࠪ㹼᭯㹼ѪⲴ㹼
ㅜޛᶑ
᭯ᵪ༽઼ޣ䇞ᵪޣѪ਼ޡ㻛
Ⲵˈԕࠪ㹼᭯㹼ѪⲴ㹼᭯ᵪ
⺞ޣᇊṸԦⲴ㓗࡛㇑䗆Ǆ

Article 9 If the reconsideration
agency’s decision sustains the
original administrative action, a
people’s court shall, while reviewing
the legality of the original
administrative action, concurrently
review
the
legality
of
the
reconsideration procedure.

༽䇞ᵪߣޣᇊ㔤ᤱ
ㅜҍᶑ
㹼᭯㹼ѪⲴˈӪ≁⌅䲒ᓄᖃ൘ᇑ
ḕ㹼᭯㹼Ѫਸ⌅ᙗⲴ਼ᰦˈа
ᒦᇑḕ༽䇞〻ᒿⲴਸ⌅ᙗǄ

The administrative agency taking the
original administrative action and the
reconsideration agency shall jointly
bear the burden of proof on the
legality of the original administrative
action; either one of both agencies
may undertake the task of such proof.
The reconsideration agency shall
have the burden of proof on the
legality of the reconsideration
procedure.

ࠪ㹼᭯㹼ѪⲴ㹼᭯ᵪ༽઼ޣ
䇞ᵪޣሩ㹼᭯㹼Ѫਸ⌅ᙗ਼ޡ
ᣵѮ䇱䍓ԫˈਟԕ⭡ަѝањ
ᵪޣᇎᯭѮ䇱㹼ѪǄ༽䇞ᵪޣሩ
༽䇞〻ᒿⲴਸ⌅ᙗᣵѮ䇱䍓
ԫǄ

Article 10 A people’s court shall, at ㅜॱᶑ
Ӫ≁⌅䲒ሩ㹼᭯㹼
the same time that it rules on the ѪࠪࡔߣⲴ਼ᰦˈᓄᖃሩ༽䇞
original
administrative
action, ߣᇊаᒦࠪᓄࡔߣǄ
concurrently enter a ruling on the
reconsideration decision.
If a people’s court enters a ruling to Ӫ≁⌅䲒ࡔߣ䬰㹼᭯㹼Ѫ઼
revoke the original administrative ༽䇞ߣᇊⲴˈਟԕࡔߣࠪ㹼
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action and the reconsideration
decision, it may enter a ruling to
order the administrative agency that
took the original administrative action
to take a new administrative action.
A people’s court shall, while entering
a ruling requiring the administrative
agency
taking
the
original
administrative action to perform its
statutory duties
and
payment
obligations, concurrently enter a
ruling to revoke the reconsideration
decision.

᭯㹼ѪⲴ㹼᭯ᵪޣ䟽ᯠࠪ㹼᭯
㹼ѪǄ

If an original administrative action is
legal but the reconsideration decision
violates statutory procedures, a
people’s court shall enter a ruling to
confirm the illegality of the
reconsideration
decision
while
dismissing the plaintiff’s claims
against the original administrative
action.

㹼᭯㹼Ѫਸ⌅ǃ༽䇞ߣᇊ䘍৽
⌅ᇊ〻ᒿⲴˈᓄᖃࡔߣ⺞䇔༽䇞
ߣᇊ䘍⌅ˈ਼ᰦࡔߣ傣എ䪸
ሩ㹼᭯㹼ѪⲴ䇹䇬䈧≲Ǆ

If an original administrative action
that has been revoked or determined
to be illegal or invalid causes the
plaintiff losses, the administrative
agency
taking
the
original
administrative action shall bear
responsibility for compensating such
losses; if the plaintiff’s losses were
caused by the illegality of
reconsideration
procedures,
the
reconsideration agency shall bear
responsibility for compensating such
losses.

㹼᭯㹼Ѫ㻛䬰ǃ⺞䇔䘍⌅ᡆ
㘵ᰐ᭸ˈ㔉䙐ᡀᦏཡⲴˈᓄ
ᖃ⭡ࠪ㹼᭯㹼ѪⲴ㹼᭯ᵪޣ
ᣵ䎄گ䍓ԫ˗ഐ༽䇞〻ᒿ䘍⌅
㔉䙐ᡀᦏཡⲴˈ⭡༽䇞ᵪޣ
ᣵ䎄گ䍓ԫǄ

Ӫ≁⌅䲒ࡔߣࠪ㹼᭯㹼ѪⲴ
㹼᭯ᵪޣን㹼⌅ᇊ㙼䍓ᡆ㘵㔉Ԉ
ѹ࣑Ⲵˈᓄᖃ਼ᰦࡔߣ䬰༽䇞
ߣᇊǄ
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Article 11 If an administrative
agency, to advance the public interest
or the goals of administrative
governance, and in the scope of its
statutory duties, consultatively enters
into an agreement with citizens, legal
persons, or other organizations that
pertains to their rights and duties
under administrative law, such
agreement shall be deemed an
“administrative agreement” as set out
in the clause 11 of section 1 of Article
12 of “Administrative Litigation Law
of the People’s Republic of China.”
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ㅜॱаᶑ 㹼᭯ᵪޣѪᇎ⧠ޡޜ
࡙⳺ᡆ㘵㹼᭯㇑⨶ⴞḷˈ൘⌅ᇊ
㙼䍓㤳തˈо≁ޜǃ⌅Ӫᡆ㘵
ަԆ㓴㓷ॿ୶䇒・Ⲵާᴹ㹼᭯⌅
кᵳ࡙ѹ࣑ᇩⲴॿ䇞ˈҾ㹼
᭯䇹䇬⌅ㅜॱҼᶑㅜаⅮㅜॱа
亩㿴ᇊⲴ㹼᭯ॿ䇞Ǆ

The people’s courts shall accept ≁ޜǃ⌅Ӫᡆ㘵ަԆ㓴㓷ቡлࡇ
complaints filed by citizens, legal 㹼᭯ॿ䇞ᨀ䎧㹼᭯䇹䇬ⲴˈӪ≁
persons, or other organizations ⌅䲒ᓄᖃ⌅ਇ⨶˖
regarding
the
following
administrative agreements:
1) Government
concession
agreements;
2) Compensation
agreements
regarding land and building
expropriation and requisition;
3) Other
administrative
agreements.

Article 12 For a complaint filed by
citizens, legal persons, or other
organizations claiming that the
administrative agency has failed to
perform according to the law or
according to an agreement, refer to
the relevant civil law provisions
regarding the time limit for filing a
complaint; for a complaint claiming
that the administrative agency has

˄а˅᭯ᓌ⢩䇨㓿㩕ॿ䇞˗

˄Ҽ˅൏ൠǃᡯቻㅹᖱ᭦ᖱ⭘㺕
ॿگ䇞˗

˄й˅ަԆ㹼᭯ॿ䇞Ǆ


ㅜॱҼᶑ ≁ޜǃ⌅Ӫᡆ㘵ަԆ
㓴㓷ሩ㹼᭯ᵪޣн⌅ን㹼ǃᵚ
᤹➗㓖ᇊን㹼ॿ䇞ᨀ䎧䇹䇬Ⲵˈ
৲➗≁һ⌅ᖻ㿴㤳ޣҾ䇹䇬ᰦ᭸
Ⲵ㿴ᇊ˗ሩ㹼᭯ᵪޣঅᯩਈᴤǃ
䀓䲔ॿ䇞ㅹ㹼Ѫᨀ䎧䇹䇬Ⲵˈ䘲
⭘㹼᭯䇹䇬⌅৺ަਨ⌅䀓䟺ޣҾ
䎧䇹ᵏ䲀Ⲵ㿴ᇊǄ
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unilaterally modified or rescinded an
agreement, apply the relevant
provisions regarding the time limit
for filing a complaint prescribed in
“Administrative Litigation Law of the
People’s Republic of China” and its
judicial interpretation.
Article 13 In
cases
involving ㅜॱйᶑ ሩ㹼᭯ॿ䇞ᨀ䎧䇹䇬
administrative agreements, a people’s ⲴṸԦˈ䘲⭘㹼᭯䇹䇬⌅৺ަਨ
court shall use the “Administrative ⌅䀓䟺Ⲵ㿴ᇊ⺞ᇊ㇑䗆⌅䲒Ǆ
Litigation Law of the People’s
Republic of China” and its judicial
interpretations
to
determine
jurisdiction.

Article 14 The people’s court that
reviews whether an administrative
agency has failed to perform
according to the law or according to
an agreement or whether the agency
has unilaterally and illegally modified
or rescinded an agreement may, while
applying the administrative law
provisions, apply civil law provisions
that do not violate administrative law
or the compulsory provisions of the
“Administrative Litigation Law of the
People’s Republic of China.”

ㅜॱഋᶑ Ӫ≁⌅䲒ᇑḕ㹼᭯ᵪ
ޣᱟ⌅ን㹼ǃ᤹➗㓖ᇊን㹼
ॿ䇞ᡆ㘵অᯩਈᴤǃ䀓䲔ॿ䇞ᱟ
ਸ⌅ˈ൘䘲⭘㹼᭯⌅ᖻ㿴㤳Ⲵ
਼ᰦˈਟԕ䘲⭘н䘍৽㹼᭯⌅઼
㹼᭯䇹䇬⌅ᕪࡦᙗ㿴ᇊⲴ≁һ⌅
ᖻ㿴㤳Ǆ

Article 15 If the plaintiff claims,
based on valid reason, that the
defendant has failed to perform
according to the law or according to
an agreement, or has unilaterally and
illegally modified or rescinded an
agreement, a people’s court may,

ㅜॱӄᶑ ѫᕐ㻛н⌅
ን㹼ǃᵚ᤹➗㓖ᇊን㹼ॿ䇞ᡆ㘵
অᯩਈᴤǃ䀓䲔ॿ䇞䘍⌅ˈ⨶⭡
ᡀ・ⲴˈӪ≁⌅䲒ਟԕṩᦞ
Ⲵ䇹䇬䈧≲ࡔߣ⺞䇔ॿ䇞ᴹ᭸ǃ
ࡔߣ㻛㔗㔝ን㹼ॿ䇞ˈᒦ᰾⺞
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based on the plaintiff’s claims, enter a
ruling affirming the validity of the
agreement
and
requiring
the
defendant to continue to perform the
agreement, and the substantive
content of further performance shall
be specified in the ruling; if the
defendant is unable to continue to
perform or further performance
would be futile, the people’s court
shall enter a ruling requiring the
defendant to take appropriate
remedial measures; if the plaintiff has
thereby suffered losses, the people’s
court shall enter a ruling requiring the
defendant to compensate such losses.

㔗㔝ን㹼Ⲵާփᇩ˗㻛ᰐ⌅
㔗㔝ን㹼ᡆ㘵㔗㔝ን㹼ᐢᰐᇎ䱵
ѹⲴˈࡔߣ㻛䟷ਆᓄⲴ㺕
ᮁ᧚ᯭ˗㔉䙐ᡀᦏཡⲴˈࡔ
ߣ㻛Ҹԕ䎄گǄ

If the plaintiff has a valid reason for
seeking rescission or confirmation of
the invalidity of an agreement, the
people’s court shall enter a ruling to
rescind the agreement or confirm the
invalidity of the agreement and
render a disposition in accordance
with the relevant law, such as
contract law.

䈧≲䀓䲔ॿ䇞ᡆ㘵⺞䇔ॿ䇞
ᰐ᭸ˈ⨶⭡ᡀ・Ⲵˈࡔߣ䀓䲔ॿ
䇞ᡆ㘵⺞䇔ॿ䇞ᰐ᭸ˈᒦṩᦞਸ
਼⌅ㅹ⌅ޣᖻ㿴ᇊࠪ༴⨶Ǆ

If the plaintiff’s losses are caused by
the
defendant’s
unilateral
modification or rescindment of the
agreement based on the needs of
public interest or other statutory
reasons, the people’s court shall enter
a ruling requiring the defendant to
compensate such losses.

㻛ഐ⳺࡙ޡޜ䴰㾱ᡆ㘵ަԆ⌅
ᇊ⨶⭡অᯩਈᴤǃ䀓䲔ॿ䇞ˈ㔉
䙐ᡀᦏཡⲴˈࡔߣ㻛Ҹԕ
㺕گǄ

Article 16 If the complaint is filed ㅜॱޝᶑ ሩ㹼᭯ᵪޣн⌅ን
against an administrative agency that 㹼ǃᵚ᤹➗㓖ᇊን㹼ॿ䇞ᨀ䎧䇹
has failed to perform according to the
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law or according to an agreement, the
court fees shall be measured
according to the standard of court
fees for civil cases; if the complaint is
filed against an administrative agency
that has unilaterally modified or
rescinded the agreement, the court
fees shall be measured according to
the standard of court fees for
administrative cases.

䇬Ⲵˈ䇹䇬䍩⭘߶⭘≁һṸԦӔ
㓣ḷ߶˗ሩ㹼᭯ᵪޣঅᯩਈᴤǃ
䀓䲔ॿ䇞ㅹ㹼Ѫᨀ䎧䇹䇬Ⲵˈ䇹
䇬䍩⭘䘲⭘㹼᭯ṸԦӔ㓣ḷ߶Ǆ

Article 17 Citizens, legal persons
and other organizations requesting a
concurrent adjudication of a civil
dispute case as defined in Article 61
of the “Administrative Litigation Law
of the People’s Republic of China”
should raise the issue before the first
instance of trial; it may also be raised
during court investigation if there is
good cause.

ㅜॱгᶑ ≁ޜǃ⌅Ӫᡆ㘵ަԆ
㓴㓷䈧≲аᒦᇑ⨶㹼᭯䇹䇬⌅ㅜ
ॱޝаᶑ㿴ᇊⲴ≁ޣһҹ䇞ˈ
ᓄᖃ൘ㅜаᇑᔰᓝᇑ⨶ࡽᨀࠪ˗
ᴹ↓ᖃ⨶⭡Ⲵˈҏਟԕ൘⌅ᓝ䈳
ḕѝᨀࠪǄ

Under any of the following
circumstances, a people’s court shall
decline to concurrently adjudicate
civil disputes and inform the parties
that they may seek other avenues to
vindicate their rights, in accordance
with the law:

ᴹлࡇᛵᖒѻаⲴˈӪ≁⌅䲒ᓄ
ᖃࠪнҸ߶䇨аᒦᇑ⨶≁һҹ
䇞Ⲵߣᇊˈᒦ⸕ᖃһӪਟԕ
⌅䙊䗷ަԆ䚃ѫᕐᵳ࡙˖

(1) The law provides that the
administrative agency must
first handle the dispute;
(2) Concurrent adjudication of
civil dispute violates the
exclusive
jurisdiction
provisions of the Civil
Procedure Law of the People’s
Republic of China or a

˄а˅⌅ᖻ㿴ᇊᓄᖃ⭡㹼᭯ᵪޣ
ݸ㹼༴⨶Ⲵ˗
˄Ҽ˅䘍৽≁һ䇹䇬⌅у㇑䗆
㿴ᇊᡆ㘵ॿ䇞㇑䗆㓖ᇊⲴ˗


˄й˅ᐢ㓿⭣䈧Ԣ㻱ᡆ㘵ᨀ䎧≁
һ䇹䇬Ⲵ˗
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mutually
agreed
upon ˄ഋ˅ަԆнᇌаᒦᇑ⨶Ⲵ≁һ
jurisdiction clause;
ҹ䇞Ǆ
(3) Application for arbitration or
civil litigation is pending;
(4) Concurrent adjudication of
civil dispute involves other
civil disputes that are not
amenable
to
concurrent
adjudication.
The parties may apply once for ሩнҸ߶䇨Ⲵߣᇊਟԕ⭣䈧༽䇞
reconsideration of a decision not to а⅑Ǆ
allow concurrent adjudication.

Article 18 When
concurrently
adjudicating a civil dispute and an
administrative case, a people’s court
should docket the civil dispute
separately, and for adjudication by
the same bench.

ㅜॱޛᶑ Ӫ≁⌅䲒൘㹼᭯䇹䇬
ѝаᒦᇑ⨶≁ޣһҹ䇞Ⲵˈ≁
һҹ䇞ᓄᖃঅ⤜・Ṹˈ⭡਼аᇑ
ࡔ㓴㓷ᇑ⨶Ǆ

A people’s court adjudicating a case ᇑ⨶㹼᭯ᵪޣሩ≁һҹ䇞ᡰ㻱
involving the resolution of a civil ߣ Ⲵ Ṹ Ԧ ˈ а ᒦ ᇑ ⨶ ≁ һ ҹ 䇞
dispute by an administrative agency Ⲵˈнਖ㹼・ṸǄ
shall not docket it separately, if the
people’s
court
concurrently
adjudicates the civil dispute.

Article 19 A
people’s
court
concurrently adjudicating a civil
dispute should apply the relevant civil
law provisions unless otherwise
provided by law.

ㅜॱҍᶑ Ӫ≁⌅䲒аᒦᇑ⨶
≁ޣһҹ䇞ˈ䘲⭘≁һ⌅ᖻ㿴㤳
Ⲵޣ㿴ᇊˈ⌅ᖻਖᴹ㿴ᇊⲴ䲔
ཆǄ

The parties’ disposition of their civil ᖃһӪ൘䈳䀓ѝሩ≁һᵳ⳺Ⲵ༴
rights and interests in the course of ࠶ˈн㜭Ѫᇑḕ㻛䇹㹼᭯㹼Ѫ
mediation shall not be the basis for
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reviewing the legality of the ਸ⌅ᙗⲴṩᦞǄ
challenged administrative action.
Administrative disputes and civil
disputes should be separately judged.
If a party only appeals the
administrative judgment or the civil
judgment, the judgment that is not
appealed takes legal effect upon
expiration of the term for appeal. The
people’s court of the first instance
should transfer the whole record to
the people’s court of the second
instance for review by the
administrative division.
If the
people’s court of second instance
discovers a mistake in an unappealed
judgment that has already taken
effect, it should retry the case
according to the trial supervision
procedure.

㹼᭯ҹ䇞઼≁һҹ䇞ᓄᖃ࠶࡛㻱
ࡔǄᖃһӪӵሩ㹼᭯㻱ࡔᡆ㘵≁
һ㻱ࡔᨀࠪк䇹Ⲵˈᵚк䇹Ⲵ㻱
ࡔ൘к䇹ᵏ┑ਾণਁ⭏⌅ᖻ᭸
࣋ǄㅜаᇑӪ≁⌅䲒ᓄᖃሶޘ䜘
Ṹধаᒦ〫䘱ㅜҼᇑӪ≁⌅䲒ˈ
⭡㹼᭯ᇑࡔᓝᇑ⨶ǄㅜҼᇑӪ≁
⌅䲒ਁ⧠ᵚк䇹Ⲵ⭏᭸㻱ࡔ⺞ᴹ
䭉䈟Ⲵˈᓄᖃ᤹➗ᇑࡔⴁⶓ〻ᒿ
ᇑǄ

Article 20 Citizens, legal persons,
and other organizations requesting a
people’s court to concurrently review
a “regulatory document” as set out in
Article 53 of the “Administrative
Litigation Law of the People’s
Republic of China” should raise the
issue before the first instance of trial;
it may also be raised during court
investigation if there is good cause.

ㅜҼॱᶑ ≁ޜǃ⌅Ӫᡆ㘵ަԆ
㓴㓷䈧≲Ӫ≁⌅䲒аᒦᇑḕ㹼᭯
䇹䇬⌅ㅜӄॱйᶑ㿴ᇊⲴ㿴㤳ᙗ
᮷Ԧˈᓄᖃ൘ㅜаᇑᔰᓝᇑ⨶ࡽ
ᨀࠪ˗ᴹ↓ᖃ⨶⭡Ⲵˈҏਟԕ൘
⌅ᓝ䈳ḕѝᨀࠪǄ

Article 21 A people’s court shall
not rely on an illegal regulatory
document to determine the legality of
an administrative action and shall
state so in its legal reasoning. A

㿴㤳ᙗ᮷Ԧнਸ
ㅜҼॱаᶑ
⌅ⲴˈӪ≁⌅䲒нѪ䇔ᇊ㹼᭯
㹼Ѫਸ⌅Ⲵˈᦞᒦ൘㻱ࡔ⨶⭡
ѝҸԕ䱀᰾Ǆࠪ⭏᭸㻱ࡔⲴӪ
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people’s court issuing an effective
ruling shall provide the enacting
authority of the regulatory document
with recommendations and may also
send copies to the people’s
government at the corresponding
level or the administrative agency at
the level immediately above.

≁⌅䲒ᓄᖃੁ㿴㤳ᙗ᮷ԦⲴࡦᇊ
ᵪޣᨀࠪ༴⨶ᔪ䇞ˈᒦਟԕᢴ䘱
ࡦᇊᵪ਼Ⲵޣ㓗Ӫ≁᭯ᓌᡆ㘵к
а㓗㹼᭯ᵪޣǄ

Article 22 If a plaintiff’s claim
against a defendant’s failure to
perform its statutory duties and
responsibilities is valid, and the
defendant either refuses to perform or
fails, without reason, to reply within
the time limit, a people’s court may,
in accordance with Article 72 of the
“Administrative Litigation Act of the
People’s Republic of China,” rule that
the defendant performs, in a specified
time, the statutory duties or
responsibilities requested by the
plaintiff; if it is necessary for the
defendant to investigate or exercise
discretion, the people’s court should
order the defendant to render a new
disposition based on the plaintiff’s
request.

䈧≲㻛ን
ㅜҼॱҼᶑ
㹼⌅ᇊ㙼䍓Ⲵ⨶⭡ᡀ・ˈ㻛䘍
⌅ᤂ㔍ን㹼ᡆ㘵ᰐ↓ᖃ⨶⭡䙮ᵏ
нҸㆄ༽ⲴˈӪ≁⌅䲒ਟԕṩᦞ
㹼᭯䇹䇬⌅ㅜгॱҼᶑⲴ㿴ᇊˈ
ࡔߣ㻛൘аᇊᵏ䲀⌅ን㹼
䈧≲Ⲵ⌅ᇊ㙼䍓˗ቊ䴰㻛
䈳ḕᡆ㘵㻱䟿Ⲵˈᓄᖃࡔߣ㻛
䪸ሩⲴ䈧≲䟽ᯠࠪ༴⨶Ǆ

Article 23 If the plaintiff has a valid
reason for requesting the defendant to
perform a duty to pay pension,
minimum subsistence, or social
insurance benefits according to the
law, and the defendant has failed to
perform or delayed the performance
of its statutory duties to pay without a
good cause, the people’s court may,

⭣䈧㻛
ㅜҼॱйᶑ
⌅ን㹼᭟Ԉᣊᚔ䠁ǃᴰվ⭏⍫؍
䳌ᖵ䙷ᡆ㘵⽮Պ؍䲙ᖵ䙷ㅹ㔉Ԉ
ѹ࣑Ⲵ⨶⭡ᡀ・ˈ㻛⌅䍏ᴹ
㔉Ԉѹ࣑㘼ᤂ㔍ᡆ㘵ᤆᔦን㹼ѹ
࣑фᰐ↓ᖃ⨶⭡ⲴˈӪ≁⌅䲒ਟ
ԕṩᦞ㹼᭯䇹䇬⌅ㅜгॱйᶑⲴ
㿴ᇊˈࡔߣ㻛൘аᇊᵏ䲀ን
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in accordance with the Article 73 of 㹼ᓄⲴ㔉Ԉѹ࣑Ǆ
“Administrative Litigation Law of the
People’s Republic of China,” enter a
ruling requiring the defendant to
perform its payment obligations
within a specified period.

Article 24 The plaintiff should
apply for a retrial by the people’s
court at the next higher level within
six months of the judgment, ruling, or
consent judgment taking legal effect.
Under one of the following
circumstances, a party may raise
within six months of actual or
constructive knowledge:
(1) That there is new evidence
sufficient to overturn the
original judgment or ruling
(2) That the facts determined to be
true by the original judgment
or ruling were fabricated
(3) That the legal instrument on
which the original judgment or
ruling was based has been
annulled or modified
(4) That the judge in trying the
case accepted bribes, practiced
favoritism, or bent the law

ᖃһӪੁка㓗
ㅜҼॱഋᶑ
Ӫ≁⌅䲒⭣䈧ᇑˈᓄᖃ൘ࡔ
ߣǃ㻱ᇊᡆ㘵䈳䀓Җਁ⭏⌅ᖻ᭸
࣋ਾޝњᴸᨀࠪǄᴹлࡇᛵᖒ
ѻаⲴˈ㠚⸕䚃ᡆ㘵ᓄᖃ⸕䚃ѻ
ᰕ䎧ޝњᴸᨀࠪ˖

˄а˅ᴹᯠⲴ䇱ᦞˈ䏣ԕ᧘㘫
ࡔߣǃ㻱ᇊⲴ˗
˄Ҽ˅ࡔߣǃ㻱ᇊ䇔ᇊһᇎⲴ
ѫ㾱䇱ᦞᱟ՚䙐Ⲵ˗
˄й˅ᦞԕࠪࡔߣǃ㻱ᇊⲴ
⌅ᖻ᮷Җ㻛䬰ᡆ㘵ਈᴤⲴ˗
˄ഋ˅ᇑࡔӪઈᇑ⨶䈕ṸԦᰦᴹ
䍚⊑ਇ䍯ǃᖷ⿱㡎ᔺǃᶹ⌅㻱ࡔ
㹼ѪⲴǄ

Article 25 Under one of the ㅜҼॱӄᶑ
ᴹлࡇᛵᖒѻа
following circumstances, a party may ⲴˈᖃһӪਟԕੁӪ≁Ựሏ䲒⭣
petition the people’s procuratorate to 䈧ᣇ䇹ᡆ㘵Ựሏᔪ䇞˖
raise appeals or make procuratorial
recommendations:
(1) A people’s court dismisses an ˄ а ˅ Ӫ ≁ ⌅ 䲒 傣 എ  ᇑ ⭣ 䈧
application for retrial;
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(2) A people’s court has not ruled
on an application for retrial
within the prescribed time
limit;
(3) The judgment or ruling of the
retrial is clearly erroneous.

Ⲵ˗
˄Ҽ˅Ӫ≁⌅䲒䙮ᵏᵚሩᇑ⭣
䈧ࠪ㻱ᇊⲴ˗
˄й˅ᇑࡔߣǃ㻱ᇊᴹ᰾ᱮ䭉
䈟ⲴǄ

A people’s court shall not docket
another application for a retrial made
by the parties after the people’s court
has already issued a judgment or
ruling based on a counter appeal or a
procuratorial recommendation.

Ӫ≁⌅䲒สҾᣇ䇹ᡆ㘵Ựሏᔪ䇞
ࠪᇑࡔߣǃ㻱ᇊਾˈᖃһӪ
⭣䈧ᇑⲴˈӪ≁⌅䲒нҸ・
ṸǄ

Article 26 The time limit for filing
a complaint as prescribed in the
amended “Administrative Litigation
Law of the People’s Republic of
China” shall apply to all claims
whose statutes of limitation have not
expired before May 1, 2015.

 ᒤ  ᴸ 
ㅜҼॱޝᶑ
ᰕࡽ䎧䇹ᵏ䲀ቊᵚቺ┑Ⲵˈ䘲⭘
؞᭩ਾⲴ㹼᭯䇹䇬⌅ޣҾ䎧䇹ᵏ
䲀Ⲵ㿴ᇊǄ

The time limit for trying a case as
prescribed in the pre-amended
“Administrative Litigation Law of the
People’s Republic of China” shall
apply to all claims pending before
May 1, 2015. Procedural matters that
have been completed according to the
pre-amended
“Administrative
Litigation Law of the People’s
Republic of China” shall nevertheless
be effective.

 ᒤ  ᴸ  ᰕࡽቊᵚᇑ㔃ṸԦ
Ⲵᇑ⨶ᵏ䲀ˈ䘲⭘؞᭩ࡽⲴ㹼᭯
䇹䇬⌅ޣҾᇑ⨶ᵏ䲀Ⲵ㿴ᇊǄ
➗؞᭩ࡽⲴ㹼᭯䇹䇬⌅ᐢ㓿ᆼᡀ
Ⲵ〻ᒿһ亩ˈӽ❦ᴹ᭸Ǆ

For an application for retrial by
parties dissatisfied with a judgment,
ruling or administrative compensation
mediation document taking legal
affect before May 1, 2015, or a retrial

ሩ  ᒤ  ᴸ  ᰕࡽਁ⭏⌅ᖻ᭸
࣋Ⲵࡔߣǃ㻱ᇊᡆ㘵㹼᭯䎄گ䈳
䀓Җнᴽ⭣䈧ᇑˈᡆ㘵Ӫ≁⌅
䲒➗ᇑࡔⴁⶓ〻ᒿᇑⲴˈ〻
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by a people’s court in accordance ᒿᙗ㿴ᇊ䘲⭘؞᭩ਾⲴ㹼᭯䇹䇬
with trial supervision procedure, ⌅Ⲵ㿴ᇊǄ
apply the procedural requirements set
out in the amended “Administrative
Litigation Law of the People’s
Republic of China.”
Article 27 If
there
are ㅜҼॱгᶑ
ᴰ儈Ӫ≁⌅䲒ԕ
inconsistencies between previous ࡽਁᐳⲴਨ⌅䀓䟺оᵜ䀓䟺на
interpretations promulgated by the 㠤Ⲵˈԕᵜ䀓䟺Ѫ߶Ǆ
Supreme People’s Court and this
interpretation, this interpretation shall
govern.


